Serious Business.Seamless Solutions.

PRESCRIBE SOLUTIONS
PRESCRIBE is a Document Creation & Output Solution that allows you to utilize a Kyocera printer or MFP in a whole
new way. PRESCRIBE offers your business a flexible, on-demand printing solution for forms, letterhead and similar
corporate documents. PRESCRIBE expands the boundaries of your output device. And the best part? PRESCRIBE is a
value-add solution that comes free of charge* with Kyocera printers and MFPs. If you haven’t already implemented a
PRESCRIBE Solution, what are you waiting for?

Top Ten Reasons to Implement a PRESCRIBE Solution for Your Business
1. Forms Creation

6. Secure Signatures

Eliminate the need for costly preprinted forms with PRESCRIBE
FORMS CREATION. Your business can create and utilize variable data
forms to be stored on most Kyocera printers and MFPs. When needed,
they can be printed on-demand, without the need for special stock or
media. Forms expense will be drastically reduced with this workflow.

In a fast-paced environment, authorization signatures are often
automated for quick turnaround of time-sensitive documents.
Kyocera’s PRESCRIBE Solution can integrate these automated signatures
within your business documents as part of the imaging process; and for
added value, these signatures can be stored on a compact flash card,
making them both portable and secure to prevent misuse, a concern
for any business.

2. Forms Modification
Implementing a PRESCRIBE FORMS SOLUTION greatly improves
your turnaround when new forms are required and eliminates the
waste from destroying obsolete forms and reprinting new ones. With
PRESCRIBE, the electronic form you’ve created can be modified at
any time to accommodate typical changes such as business addresses
and telephone numbers, corporate logos and images, and critical
data that must be added.

Delivering a professional message with your business correspondence
is heavily dependent on your letterhead. Kyocera’s PRESCRIBE
Solution allows for the electronic creation and on-demand output
of documents that convey your message, eliminating the need and
expense of preprinted media.

3. Multi-Part Forms

8. Barcode

With PRESCRIBE, Kyocera printers and MFPs can output multi-part
forms using media designed for laser devices. These forms can be
created to your specification, and then printed on demand, to
eliminate the need for special ‘tractor-feed’ media, or the occurrence
of printing wasted pages.

Barcode printing is necessary for many businesses for accuracy and data
fulfillment. With a PRESCRIBE Solution and a Kyocera printer or MFP,
barcode fonts can be stored at the device for an incredibly cost-effective
workflow; or the PCL Barcode Flash solution can be added to
automatically create barcodes as part of your print job.

4. Specify Job Output

9. Gray or Green Bar Output

Unlike some software solutions, PRESCRIBE is independent of any
specific device driver, allowing for greater flexibility, particularly in
host printing environments like AS400 and UNIX. A PRESCRIBE
Solution can be integrated into these complex print environments,
allowing your business to take advantage of the diverse paper
handling and finishing features of your Kyocera printer or MFP.

Legacy data applications are often trapped into using older technology,
like a ‘tractor-fed’ dot matrix printer. PRESCRIBE will allow your business
to use the latest in imaging technology, incorporating a Kyocera printer
or MFP into your business application. The result is more productive
output, eliminating the need for special paper, and the added bonus that
the features and capabilities a Kyocera device will provide.

5. PCL Font Download

10. Raw Data

Businesses using custom fonts do so to ensure proprietary documents
and materials cannot be compromised. With PRESCRIBE, custom
fonts can be sent and stored to any Kyocera printer or MFP; when
needed, they are printed quickly and efficiently, eliminating the need
to download special fonts time and time again.

For the host-printing environment, where applications use data streams
and documents are printed without the use of a typical print driver,
managing and controlling the output can be a difficult task. PRESCRIBE
allows businesses to improve control over page formatting, so your data
reporting is precise and correct when printed.

* PRESCRIBE command language/PDL is standard on most Kyocera Printers and MFPs.
Technical Training and Professional Service support fees may apply.

7. Letterhead
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